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Abst ract - -Us ing  the method of Lyapunov functionals construction, it is shown that investigation 
of stability in probability of nonlinear stochastic difference quation with order of nonlinearity more 
than one can be reduced to the investigation of asymptotic mean square stability of the linear part 
of this equation. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. GENERAL THEOREMS 
Difference quations usually appear by investigation of systems with discrete time or by numeri- 
cal solution of systems with continue time [1]. Lyapunov functionals are used for investigation of 
hereditary systems in problems of stability and optimal control [2,3]. One method of Lyapunov 
functionals construction has been proposed and developed for differential and difference quations 
in [4-12]. This method is used here to construct stability in probability conditions for nonlin- 
ear stochastic difference quations. It is shown that investigation of stability in probability of 
nonlinear stochastic difference quation with order of nonlinearity more than one can be reduced 
to the investigation of asymptotic mean square stability of the linear part of this equation. For 
stochastic nonlinear differential equations, a similar result was obtained in [6]. 
Let {12, P,  a} be a basic probability space, i be a discrete time, i E Z0 U Z, Z0 = { -h , . . . ,  0}, 
Z --- {0, 1, . . .  }, h be a given nonnegative number, fi E ~, i E Z, be a sequence of a-algebras, E be 
the mathematical expectation, Ei - E{./ f i},  ~0, ~1,. . . ,  be a sequence of mutually independent 
random variables, ~i be f~+l-adapted, E~i  = 0, E i~  = 1, i C Z, [[~[[0 = max-h<_j<_o [~j[, 
[[~1[ 2 = max-h<j<_0Ei~j[ 2, U~ = {x:  Ix[ < e}. For arbitrary functional Vi = V( i ,x -h , . . .  ,xi), 
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we will denote AV/= V(i + 1, X -h , . . . ,  xi+l) -- V(i, X -h , . . . ,  xi). Consider the difference quation 
i+h i+h 
Xi+l = E a jx i - j  q- E °JXi-j~i q- gi (X-h . . . .  ,Xi) 
j =o j =o 
(1) 
with initial function 
It is supposed that 
xj = C j, j s Zo. (2) 
i+h 
Igi (X -h ,  . . . , x i ) l  <_ } -~ ~j Ix i - j l  ~' , 
j=O 
,,j > l, j ez .  (3) 
DEFINITION 1. The zero solution of equation (1) is called stable in probaN1ity if for any e > 0 
and q > 0, there exists a 5 > 0 such that the solution x~ = xi(~) of equation (1) satisfies the 
inequality 
P ~sup]xil > e/ fo} < el (4) 
k iez  
for any initial function qo which are less than 5 with probability 1, i.e., 
P TIl~llo < 5} = 1. (5) 
DEFINITION 2. The zero solution of equation (i) is called stable in probability if for any e > O, 
there exists a 5 > 0 such that Elxi[ 2 < e, i e Z, if II~oll~ < 6. If  besides, limi__+oo Elxil 2 = 0 for 
a11 initial functions, then the zero solution of equation (1) is called asymptotically mean square 
stable. 
THEOREM 1. Let there exists a functional Vi = V(i, X -h , . . . ,  x,), which satisfies the conditions 
v ( i , x_h , . . .  , x i )  >_ co IxiI 2 , 
V (0, x_ h . . . .  , Xo) ~< Cl II~ll~, 
EiAV~ < 0, xj e U~, -h  <_ j <_ i, i E Z, 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
where e > O, Co > O, cl > O. Then the zero solution of equation (1) with the initial condition (2) 
is stable in probability. 
PROOF. We will show that for any positive numbers e and q ,  there exists a positive number 5 
such that the solution of equation (1) satisfies condition (4) if the initial function (2) satisfies 
condition (5). 
Let xi be a solution of equation (1). Consider the random variable r such that 
r = inf{i E Z :  Ixil < e, Ixi+ll > e} (9) 
and two events: {supiez Ixil > e} and {IXr+ll > e}. It is easy to see that 
(sup,xd > e} C { IXr+l ]  > £} 
kiEZ 
(lo) 
From (8), we have 
T 
Eo ~ EiAVi = EoVr+I - Vo ~ 0. (11) 
/=0 
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Using (10), Chebyshev inequality, (5)-(7) and (11), we get 
< Eo Ix~-+l] 2 < EoV~-+___._~I < Vo cl II~llo 2 51 ~2 
~2 -- C0~2 -- ~ < - -  < - - "  
_ _ Cog2 co e2 
Choosing 6 such that 5 = ecX/~,c~/cl, we get (4). The theorem is proved. 
REMARK 1. It is easy to see that ife _> e0, then P{supi~z ]xi[ > ~/fo} <_ P{supiez ]xil > e0/f0}. 
It means that if condition (4) holds for enough small e > 0, then it holds for every e > 0. Thus, for 
stability in probability of the zero solution of equation (1), it is sufficient o prove condition (4) 
for enough small e > 0. 
Let there exists a nonnegative functional Vi = V(i, X_h , . . .  , X i )  , which THEOREM 2. (See [5].) 
satisfies the conditions 
EV(O,X_h,... ,x0) ~ Cl It~11~, 
EAVi < -c2E Ix~l 2 , i ~ z, 
where cl > O, c2 > O. Then the zero solution of equation (1) is asymptotically mean square 
stable. 
From these theorems, it follows that the stability investigation of stochastic equations can be 
reduced to the construction of appropriate Lyapunov functionals. 
Denote 
2. CONDIT IONS OF STABIL ITY  IN PROBABIL ITY  
a=E[a j l ,  a=E]¢ j ] ,  7 = ET j .  
j=0 j=0 j=0 
THEOREM 3. Let ~ < oc and 
(12) 
a 2 + a 2 < 1. (13) 
Then the zero solution of equation (1) is stable in probability. 
PROOF. To prove, it is sufficient o construct a functional satisfying the Theorem 1 conditions. 
Following the general method of Lyapunov functionals construction [5], we will construct a func- 
tional Vi in the form V/= Vii + V~2. 
2 Then Let V/1 = x i . 
V=0 \ j=0 / 3=0 
Put 
oo  
• yj k= 1,2. 
j=0  
It is easy to see that if e < 1, then #k (c) < 3' < oo. 
Using (3),(12) and assuming that xj ~ Uc, j _< i, we obtain 
\ j=o j=0 
i+h  
j=0  
(14) 
(15) 
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Therefore, 
where 
i+h i+h 
2v~ ~ 2(vj-- 1) 2 
j=O j=0  
i+h  i+h 
2 ~:: ~j~_jg,  (~-h, x,) < ~: (aGj~"~ -1 + ,~ (~)laJl) • . . , X i - - j .  
j----0 j=0  
i+h 
2 E iAV l i  <_ (Ao - 1)x 2 + E Ajx i - J  ' 
j= l  
Aj = (a +/~1 (e))lajl + ~ IG¢I + (a + "T~"~ -~) ~ -~-~ i3~ 
Choosing the functional V2i in the form 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
i+h  oo 
3:, 2 v2~ = E ,-J E A~, 
j~- I  l= j  
(19) 
we get 
i+h  oo i+h  oo oo i+h  
~- X 2 _ X 2 2 E E E • 
j=0  l= j+ l  j= l  l= j  /=1 j= l  
From (17),(18),(20) for V/= Vii + V2i, we have 
(2o) 
2 EiAV/<_ (a 2 + G 2 + 2a#1 (e) + y#2 (e) - 1) x i . 
From (13), it follows that EiAVi <:_ 0 for enough small e. It is easy to see that the functional V~ 
2 and V0 < (l+h)[[~]l 2. Thus, for the which was constructed satisfies the conditions Vi >_ x~ 
functional V/, the Theorem 1 conditions hold. Therefore, using Remark 1, we get that the zero 
solution of equation (1) is stable in probability. Theorem is proved• 
Denote 
= Z , ~ = aj. (21) 
l= l  j=0  
THEOREM 4. Let ~/< oc and 
f12 + 2a l l - j3 [  +a  2 < 1. 
Then the zero solution of equation (1) is stable in probability. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that equation (1) can be represented in the form 
(22) 
i+h  
X i+ l  = f lx i  q- AF i  d- E (7 jx i - j~ i  ~- g i  (X -h , .  
j=o  
,xi) ,  (23) 
where 
i+h oo 
F~ = - E x,_, ~ aj. (24) 
l= l  j= l  
Using the general method of Lyapunov functionals construction [5], we will construct he 
Lyapunov functional V~ in the form V~ = Vii + V2~ again, but now let Vii = (x.~ - F~) 2 and V2i 
has the form (19). 
Calculating E~AVli ,  similarly as Theorem 3, we will get 
_ 2 EiAVi ___ [/32 + 2a I1 - 31 + a2 1 -b 2 (o~ + [~1) ~1 (~) -F "Y~2 (£)] Xi• 
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From here and (22), it follows that for enough small e, there exists c2 > 0 such that 
E~AV~ _< -c2x~. (25) 
It means that the functional V/which was constructed here satisfies condition (8). It is easy to see 
that condition (7) for some cl > 0 hold too. But the functional Vi doesn't satisfy condition (6). 
Therefore, we cannot use Theorem 1 and must find another way to prove. 
Let us consider the random variable 7 which is described by (9). Using (10) and Chebyshev 
inequality, we get 
k~ez~SUp Ix~l > e/f0} <_ e {IX,+ll > e/fo} <_ E°x~+le2 (26) P 
2 Let us estimate E0xr+ 1. Let 0 < k < i < T. Then from (25), it follows 
i i 
Ek Ej Vj = EkV +, - < -c2 < -c2x  < 0. 
j=k j=k 
From here we get 
Vk > c2z~, 0 < k < r, 
EoVi+I _< V0, 0 < i < ~-. 
From the form of the functional V~, it follows that 
V-r+1 ~ (Xr+l fv+l)2  ~ 2 -- Xr+l -- 2Xr+lFr+l. 
From (21),(24), it follows that 
r-kl+h oo 
2Xr+lF~-+l _~ aj (xr+ 1 -[-Xr+l_/) 
2 ~ j=la j 2 = OlXr+ 1 "Jr- ~ ::Cr+l_ / 
/=1 
Using (5), (21), and (29), we get 
2Xr+lF,+l _< ax~+l + aj 
/=1 
r+l+h j=~laJ Xr+l-l" 
l=r+l 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
Note that in (22) I/3[ < 1 and a < 1. Therefore, substituting (30) into (29), we get 
Xr+12 _< ( l -a )  -1 a82+ aj c2 
Calculating E0 by virtue of (7), (21), (28), which holds as was noted above, and (5), we get 
E0x,+ 1<C$ 2, C=(1-a)  - t  a+ +1 cl . 
From here and (28) by ~ = e ~ ,  (4) follows. Therefore, the zero solution of equation (1) is 
stable in probability. The theorem is proved. 
REMARK 2. It is easy to see that if in equation (1) gi ---- 0,  then the functionals which were 
constructed in Theorems 3 and 4 are satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. It means that 
conditions (13) and (22) are sufficient for asymptotic mean square stability of the zero solution of 
equation (1) by gi = 0. Thus, it is shown that investigation of stability in probability of nonlinear 
stochastic difference quations with order of nonlinearity more than one can be reduced to the 
investigation of asymptotic mean square stability of the linear part of these equations. 
gr+l - /  + a~ 2. (30) 
C2 
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